ZinCo Press Report
Steep pitched green roofs of the GF Victoria Hotel

A terrific tale from Tenerife
The 5-star luxury GD Victoria Hotel by the Grupo Fedola on the Costa
Adeje is in one of the most prestigious tourist regions of Tenerife and is
spectacularly impressive with its 1000 m² of steep pitched green roof –
among the steepest of its kind in Europe. Colourful, droughtresistant
flowering plants rise up on both sides of the building and along all
seven storeys. As this project is having such an impact on the entire
green roof world far beyond the Canary Islands, it has received the
“Green Roof Influencer” award.

It is a five-minute walk to the strand from the GF Victoria Hotel, which is
named after its managing director, Victoria López, and was designed by
the architects Javier Álvarez and Silvia de Miguel. The hotel speaks the
language of extravagance, both inside and out: 242 luxury suites with
terraces and a sea view, in addition to exclusive wellness and spa areas
both indoors and on the expansive roof terrace. Green roof areas play a
vital role in the overall architecture and are a true testimony to the
ecological focus of the building.
Steep pitched green roof: Shear protection is decisive
The ZinCo system build-up “Steep Pitched Green Roof” with Georaster® is
perfect for steep roofs with a pitch of up to 35°. Given that some of the
roof pitches in the GF Victoria Hotel are even steeper than that, more
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intensive measures were required for shear protection. For this reason,
more than 700 ZinCo Shear-Fix LF 300 elements in combination with Eaves
Profiles TRP 80 were installed on the root-resistant roof waterproof
membrane. In this way, dense rows of shear barriers were created across
the entire width of the roof, and Protection Mat WSM 150 and the
Georaster® elements were subsequently installed between them. The
Georaster® elements, approx. 54 x 54 cm in size and 10 cm high, are
interlocked without the need for tools, and they immediately create a
stable structure. Their low volume provides for a comparatively large space
for root penetration. The better the root-penetration of the subsequent
plants, the lower the risk of erosion.
The Georaster® elements were infilled with a locally produced substrate to
a depth of 12 cm. The mineral part of the substrate is lava from the
volcanic island of Tenerife and the organic component is a compost
mixture of green cuttings and locally occurring mash.
Additional erosion prevention measures
Prior to planting, the substrate layer was secured against wind and water
erosion using an organic, biodegradable adhesive in addition to coconut
fibre nets. Following this, it is essential to plant as quickly and as
farreaching as possible as gaps in the vegetation could in turn mark the
start of erosion. Pre-cultivated vegetation mats are generally used for
greening steep pitched roofs. In this case we chose the planting option.
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A well-developed root system and a particularly high plant density were
important for planting. Mainly endemic plants were chosen, that is to say,
plant types that are indigenous to the Canary Islands and that are best
adapted to the climate there. Plants from other warm regions were also
used, all of which are heat-resistant and require less water. Two
synchronised irrigation systems with driplines in conjunction with the
ZinCo Protection Mat WSM 150 provide not only for a perfect supply of
water but also the lowest possible level of water consumption.

Green Roof Influencer
The steep pitched green roofs are in full bloom, lending the GF Victoria
Hotel a unique and striking appearance. This is the result of the committed
collaboration of everyone involved in the project in meeting the significant
technical challenges posed by greening the steep pitched roofs of the
hotel. For this reason, Gerardo Machado, Managing Director of the
contractors, Impermeabilizaciones Machado, S.L.U., was awarded the
“Green Roof Influencer” prize.
Author: Fabian Kaiser, Head of International Sales, ZinCo GmbH

Characters with spaces: 3930
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For further information, please contact:
ZinCo GmbH
Lise-Meitner-Strasse 2
72622 Nuertingen
Germany
Tel.: +49 7022 6003-0
Email: info@zinco-greenroof.com
www.zinco.de and www.zinco-greenroof.com

Site board
Construction project: Hotel GF Victoria, 38679 Costa Adeje,
Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain
Client:

GF Hoteles, Grupo Fedola group of companies,
38002 Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain

Construction year:

2017

Roof area:

approx. 1000 m²

Green roof build-up: ZinCo system build-up “Steep Pitched Green Roof”
with Georaster®
Architect:

Javier Álvarez and Silvia de Miguel,
Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain

Execution:

Impermeabilizaciones Machado, S.L.U.,
38300 La Orotava, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain

System supplier:

ZinCo Cubiertas Ecológicas S.L., 28001 Madrid,
Spain
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Photos
Publication is permitted only if the source is cited.
ZinCo GmbH / Impermeabilizaciones Machado, S.L.U.

File name: 20180406_134744.jpg
Caption:
The spectacular steep pitched green roofs define the appearance of the GF Victoria Hotel in
Tenerife.
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File name: _RGL6606_1.jpg
Caption:
The steep pitch of the roof areas required
more intensive measures for shear
protection and erosion prevention.

File name: 20180419_163050.jpg
Caption:
North elevation of the building. The
elevation direction also influences the
growth of the vegetation due to the varying
levels of solar radiation.

File name: 20180419_163112.jpg
Caption:
Care was taken to choose indigenous,
heat-resistant plants with low water
requirements that are also colour
coordinated.
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File name: 20180314_164825.jpg
Caption:
There are even palm trees on the steep
roofs - thanks to special indentations
in the roof structure.

File name: 20180326_160002.jpg
Caption:
The pink-flowering white gaura is
wonderfully adapted to the climate.
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File name: _MG_1208
Caption:
Even small areas stand out thanks to the
diversity of species.

File name: _MG_1200.jpg
Caption:
Lush growth on this roof section too – in
this case lavender and rosemary are
predominant.

File name: _MG_1258.jpg
Caption:
Artificial rocks and palm trees planted on
and between the steep pitched roofs set
additional, exceptional accents.
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File name: _MG_1265.jpg
Caption:
The appearance of the carpet of flowers
that is the steep roof vegetation will
change depending on the season.

File name:
Schubsw02_Srd_Georaster_Srd30.jpg
Caption:
ZinCo system build-up
Steep Pitched Green Roof with Georaster®
Plant level
Coconut fibre net
Substrate, depth approx. 12 cm
Georaster® elements, filled
Protection Mat WSM 150
Shear Barriers Shear-Fix LF 300 in
combination with Eaves Profile TRP 80
Roof Build-up with root-resistant
waterproof membrane
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File name photo left: IMG_7943.jpg
File name photo right: IMG_7955.jpg
Caption:
The first step involved the professional
installation and sealing of Shear-Fix
LF 300 onto the base that is the
root-resistant roof waterproof membrane.

File name: IMG_20171005_WA0008.jpg
Caption:
More than 700 Shear-Fix LF 300 elements
had to be installed on the steep roofs for
shear protection.

File name: IMG_20170918_WA0022jpg
Caption:
Detail view of the installed shear protection Shear-Fix
LF 300 with Eaves Profile TRP 80, Georaster® and
Protection Mat WSM 150.
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File name: IMG_20171030_WA0007.jpg
Caption:
As it is not easy to apply the substrate given the pitch
of the roof, the crane is a great help.

File name: IMG_20171030_WA0005.jpg
Caption:
The stable, full-surface interconnected
Georaster® elements are filled with just enough
substrate to cover the elements.
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File name: 20171128_171231.jpg
Caption:
The installation of two coordinated irrigation
systems with driplines provides for an optimum
supply of water.

File name: 20180208_133438.jpg
Caption:
Before the plants are set, the substrate is
secured with nets made of coconut fibres.
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File name: 20180208_133608.jpg
Caption:
During the growing phase, good irrigation
ensures that any gaps in the vegetation are
soon closed.

File name: 20180314_165655.jpg
Caption:
The carefully chosen plants, suitable for the
climate, quickly grew into a wonderful,
blossoming carpet.
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File name: 20181116_092430.jpg
Caption:
Author Fabian Kaiser and Gerardo Machado,
Managing Director of the contractors,
Impermeabilizaciones Machado S.L.U., at the
ceremony where the “Green Roof Influencer”
prize was awarded.
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